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Latasha Matthews is the Clinical

Director and founder of

Illumination Counseling and

Coaching. She is a Licensed

Professional Counselor and Clinical

supervisor. She has become known

as America’s Emotional Wellness

Expert as a result of her work

providing guidance and support as

it relates to the importance of

emotional wellness.

 

Latasha is a Best Selling author

of  The Dumping Ground and she's

excited to share the Dumping

Ground movement with the world.

She has spoken throughout the

United States sharing the

importance of boundary setting as

a key component to good

emotional health. She has inspired

corporations, fitness centers, and

churches with her raw authenticity

in sharing her personal story of

poor boundary setting. Her efforts

have induced hope, energy, and

mind changing perspectives which

has caused persons to live a more

fulfilling life.

 

Latasha is passionate about leaving

participants gifted with the art of

saying "NO" and the freedom to say

Yes to things that bring them joy.

Latasha Matthews, LPC, CPCS, CPLC



IN THE MEDIA

ARTICLES

Latasha has contributed to many

articles to share her knowledge

with multiple audiences.

Click HERE to read more... 

PODCASTS  /  INTERVIEWS

Latasha has been a guest on several

podcasts and has been interviewed

by many. 

Click HERE to take a listen to some... 

http://illuminationcc.com/blog/
http://latashamatthews.com/media/


PROMOTIONAL

IMAGES

Click on the images above to download a high-resoution copy. 

click on images to save & download

http://illuminationcc.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/portriat.jpeg
http://illuminationcc.com/wp-content/uploads/bb-plugin/cache/Portriat-2-300x300-square.jpg
http://latashamatthews.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/full-body.jpeg
http://illuminationcc.com/products/


"BY  GETTING  

CELEBRITIES  AND  

PROMINENT  

BUSINESSMEN  TO  JOIN  

THE  TEAM ,  OUR  REACH  

HAS  EXPONENTIALLY  

GROWN . "

The Dumping Ground is a practical resource that highlights the

importance of developing and maintaining healthy boundaries. The

book sheds light on a variety of areas that individuals often struggle in

when attempting to set boundaries. This resource will help you gain

awareness, allow you to reflect and to identity practical steps to begin

maintaining life-saving boundaries.  To live a intentional life filled with

purpose you MUST have the skills to say NO and set limits.
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http://latashamatthews.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/The-Dumping-Ground-Book-all-platfroms.png


CONTACT  INFORMATION

POTENTIAL  TOPICS

(Speaking /  Writ ing)

boundaries

couples

dealing with anger

emotional eating

emotional wellness

entrepreneurship

mental health 

self-esteem

solo practice

stress & anxiety

Latasha Matthews, LPC
Email: info@latashamatthews.com

Phone: 6785851966

Website: www.latashamatthews.com

@authortmatt

@latasha.matthews.39

Speaker Request  <--Click here

http://illuminationcc.com/programs/speaker-inquiry/

